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Visitors To Admin 
 Lataya has been researching in science and finding out 

great information about natural gas.  
 Jaycee and Tahlia have a good understanding about how 

to describe fractions of things. 
 Mackinley independently wrote a story 
and did a great job sounding out his 
words. 
 Tarkey created a very informative, 
high quality poster about Australia. 
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         Friday Assembly Awards 
India Quartermaine For her engaging and informative pamphlet on                  

the Netherlands. 

Miss Arthur 

Piper Allison For her informative and sweet PowerPoint on                

New Zealand. 

Miss Arthur 

Willow Millar-Wheadon For her enthusiasm and great thinking in Maths. Mrs Petchell 

Zarnie-Maree Rickwood For all her help preparing resources. Mrs Avery 

Abigail Proud For her amazing “Roll-a-Dice” narrative. Mrs Avery 

Alana Metcalf For her sophisticated and engaging spelling sentences 

every week. 

Mrs Avery 

Ava Todd For her focus and effort when planning her report. Miss Fowler 

Kye Matthews For explaining different ways to solve problems. Miss Fowler 

Sophie Prior For her persistance in Maths when dealing with money. Miss Fowler 

Ciarah Foster For working continuously hard on your reading skills.  

You’re  improving every day! 

Miss Dedman 

Jacob Windsor For your positive “can do” attitude.  You take on           

everyday with a smile and always try your best! 

Miss Dedman 

Madison Jasper For your amazing work in our persuasive writing.  You can 

convince everyone why we shouldn’t do homework.         

Well Done! 

Miss Dedman 

Felicia Crippen For your amazing writing this week.  You did a great job 

of using CUPS editing to fix your mistakes.                  

FANTASTIC WORK! 

Miss Dedman 
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          Around the School 

We have had such a busy term!         

We ran ‘Capture the Flag’ games throughout the term, for a fun 

lunch time activity. That was received so well that we decided to run 

it again in week 8! 

Fraser held a high school meeting to discuss and organise a high 

school social in Term 4. Great initiative and co-ordination Fraser! 

We ran a Footy Colours day, where we raised money for the Fight 

Cancer Foundation. As a school, we raised $120! Thanks everyone!  

We also listened to 

our peers and decided 

to change the ‘disco’ 

for the high school         

students and ran a 

‘Quiz Night’    instead.   

Student Leaders 



 

Inter School Cross-Country 

On the 23rd of August, we travelled to Meckering for 

this year’s Interschool Cross-Country. The sky was a 

little overcast and the threat of rain was ever present.  

After the walk of the course we had a short wait for our 

first competitors to participate due to our year 9/10’s 

being away. In the 7/8 boys, Logan Ward, Riley Dix, 

Gregson Woods and Kaelan Pickering battled hard to 

finish in the top 20. Similarly, our 7/8 girls also found 

the going hard with Courtney Robinson finishing inside 

the top 10 and Alana Metcalf, Aimee Barnes and 

Chalice Proud all inside the top 20.  

Our 5/6 boys and girls battled hard and like the 

7/8 group all finished in the points with Jordan 

Petchell and India Quartermaine our best. The 3/4 

division was looking like more of the same for our 

group, with the girls all finishing in the points. Then 

the boys started and Daniel Holberton, York 

Jennings, Matthew Grossbreg, and Lucas 

Offszanka raced out of the blocks. When they 

entered the last 500m there was only one student in 

sight.  Daniel Holberton had blown the field away in 

the middle 500m of the 1.5km race to almost stroll over the line as the rest of the field came into view.  
 

Our pre-primary to year 2 division is always a race full of nerves and excitement with lots of students 

competing in their first interschool carnival. Thankfully there 

was no drama at the start line this year with both races 

getting underway without anyone tripping, bumping or 

crying. All of our competitors once again finished in the top 

20 to add more points to our overall tally.  

Presentations began after the rain finally arrived and 

departed. Congratulation to Daniel Holberton who was 

our only champion in the year 3/4 boy’s division. Overall we 

finished runner-up in the primary division and fourth overall 

due to our consistency across all races.  

       Sports, Sports, Sports  
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On the 13th of September our faction athletics carnival was run and 
won. The weather was a little on the warm side but there were no 
complaints from the competitors who enjoyed the sunshine.  

Forrest started the day off like the previous couple of years, 
dominating the long jump and triple jump. This gave Forrest an early 
37pt lead. The lead was short lived as Stirling dominated the shot put, 
discus and howler. The standout competitor was Kalicia Warmdean 
who set new records in both the year 7/8 discus and shot put.  

The 400m and 800m events were split between the two factions, with Daniel Holberton (S) breaking the intermediate primary 
boys 400m record, Koby Smith (F) breaking the senior primary boys 400m record and both Courtney Robinson (F) and Logan 
Ward (S) breaking the lower secondary girls and boys records for the 800m.  

The flag races saw even more records tumble once again, with Yazmine Exton (F) in the intermediate primary girls, Daniel 
Holberton (S) in the intermediate primary boys and Tyson Rickwood (S) in the senior primary boys all claiming new records. In the 
team flag the senior primary girls from Forrest, India Quartermaine, Piper Allison, Holly Robinson and Hannah Crute broke the 
event record.  

At the end of the sprint events Forrest held a 
16pt lead. The team who worked the best in the 
team events was going to win the day. Stirling 
won the junior primary bean bag relay but Forrest 
fired straight back to win the intermediate and 
senior primary leaderball.  

The shuttle relays decided our winner for the day 
with both sides winning 4 events each to leave 
Forrest out in front on 586 to Stirlings 565. Well 
done to both factions for their outstanding 
efforts throughout the day.  

Special thanks to the Dowerin Shire, Dowerin 
P&C, Staff, students and all of our volunteers who make the carnival a success.  
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    Sports, Sports, Sports  

Division Champion Runner-up 

Junior Primary Girls Mia Hall (S) Ruby Prior (S) 

Junior Primary Boys Beau Rickwood (S) Hudson Petchell (F) 

Intermediate Primary Girls Yazmine Exton (F) Amber Richards (F) 

Intermediate Primary Boys Daniel Holberton (S) Matthew Grossberg (F) 

Senior Primary Girls India Quartermaine (F) Holly Robinson (F) 

Senior Primary Boys Koby Smith (F) Cody Lee (S) 

Secondary Girls Madelyn Tapley-Exton (F) Willow Millar-Wheadon (F) 

Secondary Boys Gregson Woods (F) Daniel Bear (S) 



 

On the 20th of September, we made the long trip to Quairading 
for the Interschool Athletics carnival. After so many records 
were broken at our faction athletics carnival, expectations were 
high amongst the group.  
The day started with the sprints and it didn’t take long for our primary group to start putting positive results on the board . Koby 
Smith dominated the 5/6 boys 100m race and Yazmine Exton snuck home in the 3/4 girls 75m race. As soon as the last 
primary sprint had finished Logan Ward was off in the 7/8 boys 2nd div 200m, winning by almost 50m and in doing so beating 
all of the div 1 runners on time.  
Following on from the sprints and 200m’s were the jumps and throws, Kalicia Warmdean backed up here record breaking 

efforts at home by winning the 7/8 girls discus and shot put. Sneaking under the radar 
was Daniel Holberton, who finished runner-up in the sprints and with places in the long 
jump and vortex throw was accumulating a lot of points for Dowerin.  
The team flags were next, with our year3/4 and 5/6 boys claiming victory. Just when 
we didn’t think things could get better, the 400m and 800m events began. In three of 
the most one sided contest for the day. Matthew Grossberg won the div 2, 3/4 
400m race by 80m, this was followed up by Daniel Holberton winning the div 1, 3/4 
boys 400m race by 30m. Not to be out done, Logan Ward won the 7/8 boys 800m 
by 50m.  
After the short lunch break our leader-ball teams put their skills to the test. We had 

one win and two 2nd place finishes from our 4 teams. Our winning team were the 7-10 group lead by Daniel Bear, who was very 
circumspect about the team’s chances prior to the start.  
With the points close in the primary division, we needed some good results to claim the trophy. We started with third in the 3/4 
boys and 3/4 girls, and second in the 5/6 girls. With it all on the line, our 5/6 boys didn’t let the team down by winning their 
race convincingly.  
The individual awards were handed out first with Yazmine Exton and Daniel Holberton both crowned champion year 3/4 girl 
and boy. Koby Smith was runner-up champion in the 5/6 boy’s division and the 
surprise for the day was Gregson Woods accumulating enough points to claim 
runner-up champion boy in the 7/8 division.  
In the team awards we finished 3rd in the perpetual trophy, runner-up in the 
handicap trophy and champions in the primary division. Congratulations should go 
to all our students who put in an awesome effort to get the reward they 
deserved.  
Special thank you to Mrs Quartermaine and Mrs Tapley who volunteered on the 
day and a big thank you to all the parents who drove students to Quairading on 
short notice.  
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    Sports, Sports, Sports  

PRIMARY SHIELD PERPETUAL SHIELD HANDICAP SHIELD 

1st – 221p Dowerin 1st – 387p Cunderdin 1st – 468p Kellerberrin 

2nd – 207p Cunderdin 2nd – 383p Tam/Meck/Mer 2nd – 450p Dowerin 

3rd – 169p Kellerberrin 3rd – 354p Dowerin 3rd – 413p Quairading 

4th – 151p Quairading 4th – 275p Kellerberrin 4th – 392p Tam/Meck/Mer 

5th – 102p Wyalkatchem 5th – 229p Quairading 5th – 387p Cunderdin 

6th – 90p Tam/Meck 6th – 152p Wyalkatchem 6th – 376p Wyalkatchem 
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Out and About 

On Monday and Tuesday, September 16th and 17th the Year 5/6 and 

7/8 classes participated in the Inland Lighthouse Network Science  

Forums which were held at Wongan Hills.  Approximately 300 Year 

5/6 students attended on the Monday and 190 Year 7/8 students on 

the Tuesday. It was a great opportunity to make new friends and   

renew old acquaintances. Students engaged in a rotation of activities 

which involved : 

 solving maths challenges to raise money to free a kidnapped person 

 forensic investigations to help solve a murder,  

 developing objects, within a limited budget, which would float in a 

wind tunnel,  

 building and launching paper rockets where precision and care 

were essential to success and 

 completing challenges with Edison Robots. 

A HUGE THANK YOU TO 

THE STAFF AND 

STUDENTS FROM CURTIN 

UNIVERSITY FOR MAKING 

THIS EVENT POSSIBLE. 

 Forums 
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    Around the School  

On Thursday the 19th of September 2019, the 

dads of the Year 1-3 students were invited to 

come in for a Design and Technology based    

afternoon in celebration of Father’s Day. 

Students and their dads chose a mini building 

project to complete using recycled materials. 

We believe everyone was encouraged to         

engineer and enjoy this techie afternoon with 

their family and all involved left with some 

tasty treats. 
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    Out and About  

Adyson Ashley Ava Beau 

Hudson 

Tenielle 

Isabelle 

York 

Kye Lucas 

Sophie 

Cody David Erica Hannah Ghia 

Sonny 

Use a QR code scanner to scan our codes and see what we enjoyed during our excursion! 

Caleb 
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Around the School 

Year 5/6 
Look what we have 

been up to in 

Room 4!  

We have been busy writing biographies on people that have had an impact on our life. To 

do this, we needed to learn from the best! We invited Tiffany Davey, the author of The Faces 

of the Field Days, in to discuss how she writes her stories. Tiffany’s story is very inspiring and 

reminds us all, of how capable we are, as long as we work hard for it!  

Information Reports—Countries in Asia & South America 

We are extremely proud of our information reports on countries from 

around the Asia and South America. We combined our HASS and  

English skills to create a very engaging, and informative report!  

Thanks Tiffany! 

We learnt a lot and can’t wait 

to share our biographies! 

Come in and check them out! 
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Out and About 

Year 9 & 10 Work Experience 

Daniel Bear  
During my time on work experience at ‘Exhaust World’ I learnt the ins and 

outs of how an exhaust shop operates. I got the chance to improve my welding 

and had free range of the workshop. I learnt about all the components in an  

exhaust system and how each different part has a certain effect on the motors 

performance, fuel efficiency and how it sounds. I thoroughly enjoyed my     

placement, it was like being at home with the friendly and humorous banter 

flooding the workshop.  
 

Erika Edis 
Five Year 9 & 10 students, and our teacher Mrs Avery stayed in Leederville from the 19th- 23rd of August 

to complete work experience. We headed down there on Monday, when we arrived we unloaded our 

belongings, set ourselves up in the unit and then we had to practice how to access our work places just 

so we had an idea of where to go on Tuesday. Then we had to go purchase groceries from IGA, Kayla 

and I were assigned to cook dinner, we chose to make tacos. On Tuesday morning I woke up at 6:00 

with Kayla, we got organised and left by 7:25. I walked with Kayla to work as our work places were in 

the same area and she started at 8:00 whereas I started at 8:30. We arrived at Kayla’s work place at 7:50 

and then I had a hot chocolate nearby whilst waiting for time to pass, I then walked to the West 

Leederville Primary School, where I participated in work experience. It was 8:30 by the time I went 

through the office and signed in. Over the 3 days I was there, I accompanied the children during sport 

class/art class and science class, supervised them during fruit time and recess, prepared the environment 

for open night, cleaned the classroom, directed a planting activity, helped the children with their writing 

task, learned the routine and met the children. I finished at 3:10 and waited for Kayla to finish work at 

4:00, we then walked back to SIDE. In the afternoons after work we 

would chill out for a bit, go out for a while and then come back to the 

unit and assist with dinner, fill out a log books, shower and prepare for 

bed. On the last night of work experience, we went out and had pizza for 

dinner on the main street of Leederville, followed by dessert. Friday 

morning was spent packing the car, cleaning the unit and getting ready to 

leave, we left by 9:00, headed to Midland Gate to kill some time, we 

stopped in Mundaring so Mrs Avery could do her fruit and vegetable 

shop, then the last stop was Bakers Hill pie shop for lunch. 

It was great to have such an amazing experience working with the pre-

primary students. I felt welcomed, comfortable and like I belonged there. 

I was involved in all excitement as during the week there was a book fair 

dress up day, book swap and open night. I loved work experience and 

being a young childhood teacher is something I want to do as my career. 
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Out and About 

Year 9 & 10 Work Experience (cont…) 

Kirra Lelievre  
The first day I walked into school I felt really nervous, I didn’t know how to act then finally I made my 

way into the K-P room. I stopped and stared for a while. They were so small, cute and looked so fragile. 

Miss Kelly invited me in and said “just go in and interacts with some of the kids, after realising what I 

could do I went over to Nadine and ask if she wanted me to read her a book, we sat down and she sat 

beside me, I had started to read her the book, now feeling a lot more comfortable. The class finally came 

to a start Miss Kelly introduced me and the kids all said good more, at this point the nervous feeling I had 

was gone. First up we went outside and played in the playground I started a conversation with Isaac    

trying to make it as simple as possible, finally we went and built some sandcastles which was pretty   

amusing while I lasted. When the day came to an end I was very tired but was still in an extremely good 

mood. 

The next few days became easier but harder in lots of different ways, it was very hands on and you had 

to be on the ball at all times. On Tuesday I walked in, class had just started I was helping with sounding 

out letters and writing sentences. After recess it was maths time I was quiet excited, the kids were put 

into small groups and I had taken on one of the groups I was writing problems and then helping the kids 

figure them out. Once again the day came to an end I was very tired but still in a good mood, the younger 

kids are very full on but they still seemed to make my day. Wednesday and Thursday were just the same 

as any other day with the K-P’s but very exciting we got to go build sandcastles again, and once again 

Isaac came and found me we built a very big sandcastle on the limestone blocks. 

Friday was a very easy going day it was only the pre-primary’s and I had to leave early that day anyway 

but while it lasted it was great. I really enjoyed my time in Miss Kelly’s room it was a really big eye opener 

for me to see what it’s like working as an adult. I hope in the future I get to work with younger kids, so I 

can gain even more experience than the time I had in Miss Kelly’s room. 

 

Tarkeyshia Exton  
For work experience I went to AirYoga for three days. On the Tuesday, I 

participate in an Air Supremacy class.  On the Wednesday I watched   

Trevor do some physiotherapy and sports massage on clients. I observed 

the challenge class, set up for challenge class and cleaned up from the 

classes. On Thursday, I did set up class for AirYoga, set up for         

Handstands 101 and participated in the Handstands 101. 



 
 Out and About 
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Year 9 & 10 Work Experience (cont…) 

Macaela Grossberg 
On Tuesday Erika and I got up at 6:00am. We got ready, had breakfast, 

packed   our bag and left the unit at 7:25. Erika walked with me to my 

workplace, we got there at 7:50, I was really nervous. I walked into the 

workshop and got introduced to the guys who work there. I helped the me-

chanic repair a clutch on a Peugeot. He explained and showed me what was 

wrong with the clutch. At 10: 50 – 11:05 was our first break and at 1:20-

1:35 was our lunch break. For the rest of the day I helped the mechanic 

bleed clutch systems, servicing vehicles and cleaning the workshop. It was a 

great opportunity to do work experience there. I really enjoyed it and the 

people who work there were really nice and friendly. 

Riley Salt 
What I did for work experience was split into the morning and afternoon. In the morning I worked for 

our school gardener, Brad Ross. Mr Ross and I started off on Monday morning clearing up the block of 

land next to the school parking. We swept up leaves and sticks, picked up rubbish and whipper snipped/

mowed the patches of grass that spread across the block. This took until Wednesday morning, then I 

painted along the outside of the lower school veranda and planted some garlic. On Thursday, I helped Mr 

Ross move an old fallen branch away from the oval, did some sweeping around the vegetable patch and 

helped Mr Brown with his technology class. On Friday Mr Ross and I attempted to fix the old bench that 

is outside of the lower school veranda. We tech screwed the seat down and attempted to fix the wobble 

in the whole of the chair itself. Let’s just say the wobble isn’t completely gone but at least it is better than 

it was before. 

In the afternoons of my work experience I sat in the office and did my online work experience which was 

studying the web language of html, and assessing the elements in photography portfolios (this went 

throughout the week). This was truly a great experience. 
 

Fraser Hagboom  
My work experience at Torre Butchers in Northbridge, was an 

eye opener into how a butcher shop operates. From being off 

the farm, I knew how to run and maintain livestock. Being on 

the other end of the scale is totally different. The key aspects of 

the butcher shop are food safety, preparing and cutting meat 

which uses a whole range of techniques I’ve never used, even a 

different grip on the trusty knife, also how meat is presented to 

the customer. My most rewarding highlight was learning how to 

tie sausages, then watching the customer buy them.  



 

 

Secondary Work Experience 

A number of students in years 7-10 were involved in work 

experience at the Dowerin Field Days again this year. The 

majority of students worked in catering venues, preparing 

food and cleaning. Students also assisted in the Story Hub, Education Marquee 

and carpark while a couple of students helped to stock Field Day programs. 

Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the experience and the feedback 

from student supervisors was very positive. The money raised by 

our secondary students will go towards the 2020 Canberra Camp. 
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Out and About 
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Out and About 
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School Notices 

Happy Birthday! 
Tyson Rickwood  4th October 

Hannah Rackham  8th October 

Neve Hagboom  9th October 

Adyson Dreghorn  10th October 

Ava Todd   11th October 

Linkon Brown  13th October 

Riley Dix   14th October 

Lewis Petchell  16th October 

Isla Hagboom   18th October 

Jacob Windsor  20th October 

Scarlett Savage  21st October 

Amber Richards  24th October 

Holly Robinson  24th October 

Stevie Dix   26th October 

Kalicia Warmdean  31st October 

Riley Hagboom  5th November 

Jonah Rackham  7th November 

Noah Rackham  7th November 

Jessica Holberton  8th November 

Sonny Gard   11th November 

Jethro Bland   11th November 

Samuel Crute  13th November 

Willow  Millar –Wheadon 14th November 

Caleb Barnes  15th November 

Tessa Williams  16th November 

Kalaen Pickering  19th November 

 

 

 

Sugary drinks  

It’s easy to forget that we drink our energy (kilojoules) as well as 
eat them. Common drinks that we give our children often contain 
more sugar than we think.  

It is recommended that children consume only 3 teaspoons of    
sugar per day and teenagers 5-8 teaspoons of sugar per day.  

Research shows that drinking too many high sugar drinks can   
contribute to tooth decay and weight gain, which can lead to further 
chronic diseases. 

Soft drinks are very high in sugar and provide no nutritional value. 
A 450ml orange juice with no added sugar contains 11 teaspoons 
of sugar. This is the equivalent sugar of eating roughly seven red 
frogs or five chocolate frogs.  

To reduce sugar intake, provide children with plenty of water and 
only offer soft drinks for special occasions. Smoothies are a great 
alternative for soft drink, cordial or fruit juice.  

Find out the facts about sugary drinks by visiting LiveLighter: 
https://livelighter.com.au/The-Facts/About-Sugary-Drinks 

 

Quick Tip 

Water is the best drink choice. It does not contain any sugar, and is 
cheap and accessible. Smoothies are also a great alternative as 
you can put fruit, vegetables or dairy in them to increase their   
nutritional benefit and they taste great!  

Breakfast Club  

Breakfast Club will be run on  

Mondays and Thursdays                        
between 8.00 and 8.40am.   

VOLUNTEERS WELCOME! 

If you are available to assist please    con-
tact the school on 9631 1030. 

Thankyou! 
 Matt & Kelly Pickering for fixing the retic!   

 Riley Salt and Family for the donation of the 

new chickens!      

 The Millsteed Family & JK’s for the mushroom 

growing kits!   

 The P & C for the new student benches for the 

Enterprise Yard!   

 Morley Inspirations for the donation of paints!  

https://livelighter.com.au/The-Facts/About-Sugary-Drinks
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Term 4 Planner 

Students return Term  1 on Monday 3rd February 2020 

Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Sat/
Sun 

1 14 OCT 

Staff  & Students 
Return 

 

15 Kindy Readiness 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

  

19 

  

20 

2 21 

Indonesian Day @ 
WHDHS  

22 Kindy Readiness 

  

23 24 25 

World Teacher Day 

26 

  

27 

3 28 

School Board 

29 Kindy Readiness 

  

 

30 31 1 NOV 2 

  

3 

4 

  

  

4 5 Kindy Readiness 6 

 

7 

K/PP Assembly 

Numero Comp 

8 9 

  

10 

5 11 
 

12 

7/8 Immunisations 

 

13 14 

 Yr 5/6 Maths Day 

15 16 

  

17 

6 18 

SDD -  Pupil 
Free Day 

19 20 21 22 

T20 Cricket Yr 4-6 

23 

  

24 

7 25 

School Board 
(General/AGM) 

First Lego League 

26  

Cadet Camp 

  

27 

Cadet Camp 

 

28 

 Cadet Camp  

29 

 Cadet Camp 

30 

  

1 

 8 2 

 

3 4 

  

5 6 7 

  

8 

9 9 

  

10 

  

  

11 

Grad Dinner 

12 13 

 

14 

  

15 

10 16 

 

17 

Presentation Night 

18 

  

19 

Students Last Day 

20 

SDD 

21 

  

22 
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Community Notices 
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Community Notices 

SKOOLBAG! 
Please note that the Skoolbag app was updated on 

1st August, please ensure to download the latest 

version of the app.  Please uninstall the older      

version of the app with the Dowerin logo first. 


